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Abstract: Chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL), the most common leukemia in adults, is standardly managed with chemotherapy in combination with the anti-CD20 antibody rituximab. In this review, we discuss the history, use, and evolution of rituximab in the treatment of CLL and explore the next generation CD20 antibodies ofatumumab and obinutuzumab with a focus on recent clinical trials. Increased understanding of the importance of B cell receptor (BCR) signaling in CLL has resulted in the development of several drugs with significant clinical activity that are ideally suited for combination with CD20 therapy as is being currently explored. Moving forward, these developments have the potential to result in treatment regimens that do not include traditional chemotherapeutic agents, which is of particular importance in CLL given the late onset of diagnosis and potential frailty of the patients.
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Introduction

Chronic lymphocytic leukemia (CLL), the most prevalent adult leukemia, is a complex hematologic condition with great phenotypic heterogeneity, ranging from an indolent to a rapidly progressive disease. The malignant, nonfunctional B cells proliferate not only in the peripheral blood, but also within compartments found in lymph nodes, the bone marrow, liver, and spleen. In terms of genetic factors, patients with an unmutated immunoglobulin heavy chain (IGHV), mutations in TP53, mutations in chromosome 1 including the 1q deletion (ATM abnormalities), and the 7p deletion each portend poor prognosis, making effective treatment of these subgroups particularly challenging. Despite the variance in disease trajectory, there lies no definitive cure for CLL short of an allogeneic bone marrow stem cell transplant, which is only considered for select patients.

For over four decades, CLL had been managed with chlorambucil, a nitrogen mustard alkylating agent, which did not affect overall survival (OS) and had a modest complete response rate (CRR). However, chlorambucil still remains an attractive agent for frail elderly patients given its oral formulation and overall low toxicity profile despite the increased risk of secondary malignancies. At the turn of the decade, the concept of immunotherapy to treat CLL was introduced secondary to significant improvements in the understanding of the biology of the disease. The addition of the chimeric monoclonal CD20 antibody, rituximab, to chemotherapeutic agents has revolutionized CLL treatment by improving OS. Since the advent of rituximab, next generation anti-CD20 antibodies remain on the forefront of the pharmaceutical armamentarium (Table 1). This review will focus on the history and present state of...
Table 1  A summary of the key clinical studies describing the effects of targeting CD20 with rituximab, ofatumumab, and obinutuzumab

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>mAb treatment regimens</th>
<th>Patients</th>
<th>Response</th>
<th>Adverse events</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rituximab</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BR[^1^]</td>
<td>117 patients; untreated; median age 64 years</td>
<td>ORR: 88.0%</td>
<td>Grade 3/4 neutropenia, thrombocytopenia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CRR: 23.1%</td>
<td>Grade 3/4 infections (7.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCR[^1^]</td>
<td>224 patients; untreated; advanced disease; median age 58 years</td>
<td>ORR: 95%</td>
<td>Grade 3/4 neutropenia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CRR: 72%</td>
<td>Grade 3/4 infections (2.6%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FCR[^1^]</td>
<td>177 patients; treated; median age 59 years</td>
<td>Median TTP: 80 months</td>
<td>Grade 3/4 neutropenia, thrombocytopenia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CRR: 73%</td>
<td>Grade 3/4 infections (5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ofatumumab[^2^]</td>
<td>206 patients; double refractory; median age 64 years (FA-ref), 62 years (BF-ref)</td>
<td>ORR: 58% (FA-ref)</td>
<td>Infusion reactions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ORR: 47% (BF-ref)</td>
<td>Anemia/neutropenia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>OS: 13.7 months (FA-ref)</td>
<td>Infections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>OS: 15.4 months (BF-ref)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ofatumumab + chlorambucil vs chlorambucil[^3^]</td>
<td>447 patients; untreated; median age 69 years</td>
<td>ORR: 82% (OC)</td>
<td>Grade 3/4 neutropenia</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>ORR: 69% (C)</td>
<td>(OC: 26%, C: 14%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CRR: 12% (OC)</td>
<td>Grade 3/4 infections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>CRR: 1% (C)</td>
<td>(OC: 15%; C: 14%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Obinutuzumab</td>
<td>768 patients; untreated; median age 73 years</td>
<td>Median PFS: 26.7 months (OC)</td>
<td>Severe infusional reaction (OC)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Death HR: 0.41 (OC)</td>
<td>Neutropenia (OC)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Abbreviations: BF-ref, bulky, fludarabine refractory; BR, bendamustine + rituximab; C, chlorambucil; CRR, complete response rate; FA-ref, fludarabine, alemtuzumab refractory FCR, fludarabine + cyclophosphamide + rituximab; HR, hazard ratio; mAb, monoclonal antibody; PFS, progression-free survival; OC, obinutuzumab + chlorambucil; ORR, overall response rate; OS, overall survival; TTP, time to progression.

Utilizing anti-CD20 therapies in the management of CLL as well as future pharmacologic directions.

**Rituximab and targeting of CD20**

By the 1990s, it was well-established that the combination of the purine analog, fludarabine, and alkylating agent, cyclophosphamide, was superior to monotherapy alone in the management of CLL.\(^5\) However, data on the addition of immunotherapy to a purely chemotherapeutic regimen had not been thoroughly investigated on a clinical basis.

CD20 is a cell surface protein expressed on B cells at most stages of development. However, CD20 is only weakly expressed on the surface of CLL cells.\(^7\) CD20, which contains both an N and C terminus within the cell, is a member of the MS4A protein group.\(^8\)-\(^10\) CD20 is comprised of two extracellular loops, of which the larger component is made up of 44 amino acids. Rituximab was the first mouse–human chimeric antibody clinically developed to target CD20 and acts through multiple different mechanisms, including complement-mediated cytotoxicity (CDC), antibody-dependent cytotoxicity (ADCC), and direct toxicity.\(^11,12\) Rituximab binds to the larger extracellular loop of CD20. It has been shown that rituximab specifically recognizes epitopes containing the two amino acids alanine and proline, which facilitate its binding.\(^9\)

From a pathogenic perspective, immunotherapy with rituximab functions synergistically with chemotherapy in targeting CLL malignant cells. One postulated mechanism lies in the fact that CDC by rituximab is facilitated in the presence of fludarabine’s downregulation of the complement-resistance CLL proteins CD46, CD55, and CD59.\(^13\) Additionally, it has been shown that CD20 is not internalized, downregulated, or shed after the binding of rituximab.\(^14\) However, one resistance mechanism that has been elucidated is that CD20 is ‘shaved’ from the surface of CLL cells following mAb exposure.\(^15\) The postulated mechanism appears to involve the removal of the rituximab–CD20 complex by FcR-expressing effectors, including Kupffer cells.\(^9\) Notably, rituximab as compared to alemtuzumab, an anti-CD52 mAb, promotes less CDC because B cells express less CD20 than CD52 on their surface; however, alemtuzumab has a worse toxicity profile. Thus, rituximab is in general utilized preferentially over alemtuzumab, which is reserved for select patients.\(^15\)

In the late 1990s to early 2000s, there were a number of small Phase II trials utilizing weekly low-dose rituximab for refractory small lymphocytic lymphoma (SLL)/CLL.\(^16\) Overall, the results of these rituximab-monotherapy studies showed response rates inferior to those seen in other non-Hodgkin lymphoma subtypes possibly due to comparatively lower CD20 expression on CLL.\(^16,17\) In fact, follicular lymphoma has a much higher CD20 antigen density of about 90,000 molecules/cell compared to approximately

[^1^]:<br>[^2^]:<br>[^3^]:
8,000–15,000 molecules/cell in CLL.\textsuperscript{14} Due to the poor single-agent activity and strong rationale for combination therapy, rituximab in CLL has been used as an adjuvant to chemotherapeutic agents.

In June 2005, two publications in the Journal of Clinical Oncology (JCO) demonstrated the clear clinical adjunctive benefit of incorporating rituximab into CLL chemotherapeutic regimens in both treatment-naïve and previously treated patients. Keating et al\textsuperscript{19} conducted a large single-arm study of fludarabine, cyclophosphamide, and rituximab (FCR) in 224 untreated, advanced-stage CLL patients with a median age of 58 years. The overall response rate (ORR) was 95% with a high CRR of 70% in this patient population and a time-to-treatment failure analysis predicted a sustained response at 4 years in 69% of subjects.\textsuperscript{18} The 6-year results in the final cohort of 300 patients were fairly similar, with an ORR of 95%, a CRR of 72%, and a median time to progression of 80 months.\textsuperscript{19} A smaller study utilizing FCR in 177 previously treated CLL patients resulted in an ORR of 73%, with a CRR of 23%. The most common toxicity was bone marrow suppression, but the regimen was well-tolerated overall.\textsuperscript{13}

In 2010, FCR became the standard treatment regimen for untreated CLL patients based on the initial results of a multicenter, international randomized Phase III trial of the German CLL Study Group (GCLLSG), the CLL8 Protocol, comparing FC to FCR in 817 physically fit, treatment-naïve patients showing improved OS (83% vs 87%, \(P=0.01\)) and progression-free survival (PFS) (45% vs 65%, \(P<0.0001\)).\textsuperscript{20} Indeed, this was the first study to show improved OS in newly diagnosed CLL patients. Extended follow-up results of the CLL8 Protocol at 5.9 years showed statistically significant improved PFS in all Binet stages as well as improved disease-free progression (hazard ratio [HR]: 0.6, \(P<0.0001\)) in the FCR arm compared to the FC arm. Notably, the incidence of secondary malignancies was fairly similar in both arms, at 9.9% (FCR arm) and 12.1% (FC arm). The FCR arm, did however, have an increased incidence of prolonged neutropenia, which can last up to 2 years after discontinuing therapy.\textsuperscript{21} For previously treated patients, the REACH study (Rituximab in the Study of Relapsed Chronic Lymphocytic Leukemia) was a large randomized trial of 552 subjects comparing FCR to FC. This study established precedence in utilizing FCR over FC for previously treated patients given improvements in median PFS (30.6 months vs 20.6 months, \(P<0.001\)), event-free survival (EFS), response rate, CRR, duration of response, and time to new CLL treatment or death.\textsuperscript{22}

It is interesting to note that there is evidence that patients with IGHV mutated CLL benefit more from FCR than unmutated patients.\textsuperscript{23} Given the fact that the FCR trials were conducted in ‘physically fit’ patients and that CLL is primarily a disease of elderly patients, who are often less fit and with multiple comorbidities, the GCLLSG conducted the Phase II CLL2M trial, assessing the efficacy of combining bendamustine with rituximab (BR) in previously untreated CLL patients irrespective of fitness or age.\textsuperscript{24} More specifically, 117 patients from 40 centers in Germany participated in the study with a median age of 64 years and 35.0% of subjects with a creatinine clearance of <70 mL/minute. The ORR was 88.0%, with a CRR of 23.7%, and a median EFS of 33.9 months; the subgroup with 17p deletion did not respond well. Based on the above, BR is another reasonable therapeutic strategy for treatment-naïve patients not harboring the 17p deletion.\textsuperscript{24} Although promising results have been reaped from FCR, as patients increase in age, especially those >70 years, the tolerability of FCR decreases, making it a less ideal regimen for the elderly.\textsuperscript{25}

For elderly or unfit patients, the combination of chlorambucil and rituximab has been recently investigated given that both agents alone are well-tolerated by these populations. Laurenti et al conducted a small study of 27 elderly or unfit patients published in 2013. The specific regimen administered was chlorambucil in eight 28-day cycles adjunctive with rituximab dosed at 375 mg/m\textsuperscript{2} for cycle one and 500 mg/m\textsuperscript{2} for the remaining cycles. The ORR was 74% with grade 3 or 4 neutropenia occurring in 18.5% of subjects.\textsuperscript{26} In 2014, Foà et al published the results of a Phase II trial comparing chlorambucil and rituximab as first-line induction treatment with or without rituximab as maintenance for elderly CLL patients.\textsuperscript{27} The regimen in this trial included chlorambucil in eight 28-day cycles and rituximab dosed at 375 mg/m\textsuperscript{2} on C3 and 500 mg/m\textsuperscript{2} for cycles four to eight. Subsequently, those who responded to this regimen were then randomized to twelve 8-week doses of rituximab versus observation. Eighty-five patients received at least one dose of rituximab in the induction phase and the ORR was 82.4% (95% confidence interval [CI]: 74.25%–90.46%). From the responders, 34 patients were randomized to rituximab maintenance and 32 patients to observation only. The ORR for the maintenance group was 55.9% (95% CI: 39.19%–72.57%) versus 34.4% (95% CI: 17.92%–50.83%) in the observation-only group, with a \(P\)-value of 0.079. Neutropenia occurred in one-third of patients in the induction period and grade 3 or 4 infections occurred in only 1% of patients. In further analysis, it appears that rituximab maintenance may be more effective in patients achieving at least a partial remission (PR) after induction as well as those with unmutated IGHV status.\textsuperscript{27}
Finally, Hillmen et al.28 published Phase II trial results of chlorambucil and rituximab in elderly patients in the March 2014 issue of JCO.24 In this study, 100 patients with a median age of 70 years and a median of seven comorbidities were treated with the combination regimen. The ORR was 84% (95% CI: 75.3%–90.6%) with a CR attained in 10% of patients. The median PFS was 23.5 months (95% CI: 16.4–25.8 months) and the median OS was not reached at 30 months of follow-up. Neutropenia/lymphopenia occurred in 41% of the subjects and neutropenic sepsis in 4%. In this study, there was a trend for a better ORR in patients with trisomy 12q, but interestingly, IGHV status did not affect the ORR.28 Based on these investigational studies, the combination of chlorambucil with rituximab may be a reasonable regimen for the elderly or unfit CLL subgroup.

In summary, the use of adjunctive rituximab with chemotherapy as opposed to rituximab monotherapy has been shown to modestly improve both OS and PFS in CLL patients, especially those who are more fit; however, this treatment paradigm is not curative and ultimately, for the majority of patients, the disease will recur.

Ofatumumab

In 2009, the US Food and Drug Administration (FDA) approved the use of the second-generation type I monoclonal CD20 antibody, ofatumumab, in CLL cases refractory to fludarabine and alemtuzumab.14 Ofatumumab differs from rituximab in that it binds to a different CD20 epitope, affording improved CDC.30,31 CDC of B cells occurs via the complement classical pathway (CP). Activation of the CP occurs when C1q binds to IgG bound to the B cell surface. It has been shown in preclinical models that ofatumumab binds more strongly to C1q than does rituximab.32 CDC activity is also enhanced when the distance between the CLL cell’s plasma membrane and the constant region of the mAb is smallest.9,33 Ofatumumab binds to a more proximal epitope than does rituximab, thereby facilitating complement activity and increased cell lysis.14,33 Additionally, ofatumumab has a slower off-rate and binds more stably to CD20; thus, it is efficacious in cells with low CD20 expression relative to rituximab.30 Moreover, ofatumumab has a low rate of human anti-human antibody (HAHA) formation.34

The first infusional dose-escalating Phase I/II trial of ofatumumab, published in 2008, was conducted in 33 patients with relapsed or refractory CLL. The results revealed either a PR or nodular PR in 50% of the Phase II patients. The median duration of response was 3.7 months and the median time to requiring next-line CLL therapy was 12 months. When compared to previously published rituximab trials with a similar patient population, these results were overall more impressive.30

In 2010, Wierda et al led an international, multicenter trial in 206 double-refractory CLL patients, specifically 95 patients with fludarabine/alemtuzumab-refractory (FA-ref) disease and 111 patients with bulky lymphadenopathy >5 cm (BF-ref).35 Patients received eight weekly infusions of ofatumumab followed by four monthly infusions during a 24-week period. The final analysis showed an ORR of 51% with a complete response (CR) in two patients from the BF-ref cohort. The duration of response was 5.7 months in the FA-ref cohort and 6.0 months in the BF-ref cohort. The most prevalent side effects included infusion reactions (ie, rigors, rash, fever, fatigue, increased sweating, urticaria), especially with the first two doses, and infections, both of which were mainly grade 1 or 2 events.14,36 In an ad hoc retrospective analysis of the trial, it was found the patients previously treated with rituximab still gained benefit with ofatumumab, with similar ORRs, PFS, and OS. For rituximab-treated, rituximab-refractory, and rituximab-naïve patients, the respective ORRs were 43%, 44%, and 53%, the median PFS were 5.3, 5.5, and 5.6 months, and the median OS were 15.5, 15.5, and 20.2 months.36,37

Similar to rituximab, ofatumumab has also been investigated as an adjunct to chemotherapy. Wierda et al36 conducted the BIFROST study, a Phase II trial studying 61 previously untreated CLL patients divided into two cohorts, each with a different dose of ofatumumab (500 mg or 1,000 mg), combined with fludarabine and cyclophosphamide (O-FC) for six cycles. The CR rate was 32% for the lower dose O-FC arm and 50% for the higher dose arm; the ORR was 77% (low dose) and 73% (high dose). Although these results are not as promising as that seen with FCR, many of the patients were high risk with an elevated B2-microglobulin. In addition, 52% of the patients in the 500 mg ofatumumab arm and 30% in the 1,000 mg ofatumumab arm had unmutated IGHV and 6% of the patients in the 500 mg ofatumumab arm harbored the 17p deletion compared to 20% in the opposing arm.36,38 The preliminary results of the Phase III COMPLEMENT trial investigated ofatumumab–chlorambucil versus chlorambucil monotherapy in previously untreated patients with CLL in patients with comorbidities or advanced age preventing the use of fludarabine. The ofatumumab–chlorambucil arm had greater ORR (82% vs 69%, P=0.001), CR rate (12% vs 1%), and median PFS (22.4 vs 13.1 months, P<0.001); however, there has not been improvement in OS reported to date.39
Moreover, the Phase II, open-label, multicenter GIMEMA (Gruppo Italiano Malattie EMatologiche dell’Adulto) study (CLL0809) was conducted to investigate the addition of ofatumumab to bendamustine in 47 patients with relapsed/refractory CLL, with about one-third of the subjects over the age of 70 years. More specifically, 22% of the patients had TP53 mutations and 65% were of unmutated IGHV status. Additionally, three-quarters of the patients had previously received fludarabine-based chemotherapy and about half had previously received treatment with rituximab. This trial also studied mutations in genes, including NOTCH1, SF3B1, and BIRC3, all implicated in worse CLL outcomes. After six cycles of treatment, the ORR was 72.3% (95% CI: 57%–84%) of which 17% were a CR. Most notably, the response rate was not dependent on the following: IGHV status, 11q deletion, NOTCH1 mutations, BIRC3 mutations, age older than 70 years, prior exposure to fludarabine and/or rituximab, and number of previous therapies. However, those with the 17p deletion or TP53 mutations had a markedly lower ORR of 30%. The multivariate analysis had statistically worse ORR in patients with both the TP53 mutation and lymph nodes ≥5 cm. The most common side effect of the treatment regimen was bone marrow suppression. Of clinical significance, 61.7% of patients had grade 3 or 4 neutropenia, which is higher than that seen with the BR combination, but similar to that of the FCR regimen. Of the 61.7%, grade 3 infections occurred in only 6% of the patients.  

Recently, the addition of lenalidomide to ofatumumab was studied in a Phase II trial of 21 subjects with advanced, relapsed, and refractory disease. Eighty-six percent of the patients had unmutated IGHV and 29% had the 17p deletion. Mechanistically, lenalidomide, an immunomodulatory chemotherapeutic agent, activates immune effector natural killer (NK) and T cells, thereby promoting both NK and T regulatory cells and monocyte-mediated ADCC CLL toxicity by ofatumumab. Additionally, lenalidomide inhibits T regulatory cells and has been demonstrated that it improves T-cell synapse formation with CLL. The study regimen was 2,000 mg ofatumumab intravenously (IV) on day 1, with 10 mg lenalidomide on days 8–28 for six cycles as tolerated. Not surprisingly, the most common dose-limiting side effect was bone marrow suppression manifested as neutropenia and thrombocytopenia. In addition, a tumor flare reaction (TFR) defined as the acute painful enlargement of CLL-involved lymph nodes, increased lactate dehydrogenase, and a lymphocytosis, was experienced by nearly half of the patients in this study. The TFR was treated with steroids and this adverse event did not require any dose reductions in any of the participating subjects. There was a 53% partial response rate, less than what was anticipated at study design (70%) including responses in 50% of the patients with the 17p deletion and in 50% of patients with fludarabine-refractory disease. The median survival was 21.5 months (95% CI: 12.3–30.7 months).  

Another Phase II study of 36 patients was conducted at MD Anderson Cancer Center investigating the combination of ofatumumab and lenalidomide in patients with relapsed CLL with prior FCR treatment. The specific regimen was longer than in the Costa et al trial and was planned as: ofatumumab IV weekly for 4 weeks (300 mg week 1 followed by 1,000 mg on subsequent weeks), monthly in months 2–6, and every other month in months 7–24 with lenalidomide 10 mg orally per day started on day 9 and continued for 24 months. In terms of patient characteristics, 65% harbored an unmutated IGHV and 26% had the 17p deletion. There was a 68% response rate, with 24% of patients achieving a CR and about half of patients with the 17p deletion achieving a PR. The median duration of response was 22 months, with a median follow-up of 24 months. These results are superior to that seen in the Costa trial and this could be due to the longer duration of treatment.  

Although many studies have shown promising results with ofatumumab, CLL ultimately becomes resistant to treatment. In a recent publication by Baig et al, it was shown that following CDC of circulating cells by ofatumumab, there is a rebound increased lymphocytosis due to CLL cell mobilization from a noncirculating compartment. In addition, the circulating cells that are not lysed via CDC undergo a process called trogocytosis. Trogocytosis is the unidirectional transfer of plasma membrane material (ie, CD20) from target cells to effector cells of the immune system. Thus, as a consequence of trogocytosis, C20 expression is markedly decreased leading to a lack of response to ofatumumab. Thus, it is suggested that alternate dosing regimens, perhaps smaller doses more frequently, could prevent this resistance phenomenon. Moreover, it does not appear that ofatumumab alone has great clinical activity in patients previously treated with rituximab. Finally, it is important to point out that there has not been a randomized study comparing rituximab and ofatumumab to demonstrate differences in efficacy.  

Obinutuzumab  
More recently, there has been excitement over a next generation anti-CD20 humanized, glycoengineered type 2 mAb, obinutuzumab (GA101) which was FDA approved in November 2013 based on the results of the Phase III CLL 11 trial.
Obinutuzumab binds to the CD20 type II epitope as opposed to rituximab, which binds to the type I epitope.\textsuperscript{44-46} Type II mAbs differ from type I mAbs in that they do not utilize complement (less CDC) and thus, instead promote increased ADCC as well as far greater direct cell death (DCD).\textsuperscript{14,47,48} The proposed mechanism of DCD is that binding of the drug to CD20 leads to a series of events, including actin reorganization, homotypic adhesion, lysosomal permeabilization, and finally, ROS-dependent cell death.\textsuperscript{43} In particular, obinutuzumab has a 50-fold higher affinity for the FcgRIIa region and 100-fold greater ADCC than rituximab.\textsuperscript{43,49} It also has no CD20 antigen internalization with binding, and thus no shaving/trogocytosis in contrast to rituximab.\textsuperscript{45}

The CLL 11 study conducted by the GCLLSG was recently published in the New England Journal of Medicine (NEJM). In this study, 768 untreated CLL patients (median age of 73 years) with a ‘clinically meaningful burden of coexisting conditions’ defined as a score $>6$ on the Cumulative Illness Rating Scale (CIRS) or a creatinine clearance (CrCl) of 30–69 mL/minute were randomized into one of three arms in a 1:2:2 fashion. Regarding comorbidities, 82% of the subjects had at least three and 27% of subjects suffered from at least one uncontrolled medical condition. The three arms included: chlorambucil alone, chlorambucil–rituximab, and chlorambucil–obinutuzumab for six 28-day cycles, as tolerated.\textsuperscript{47} The choice of chlorambucil as a comparator was made because at the time of the CLL 11 study, there were no other proven effective regimens aside from chlorambucil monotherapy for elderly patients and/or those with significant comorbidities.\textsuperscript{43} Of note, crossover was allowed from the chlorambucil-alone arm to the obinutuzumab–chlorambucil group for disease progression. The chlorambucil–obinutuzumab arm had the greatest PFS interval, with a median PFS of 11.1 months in the chlorambucil-alone arm compared to 26.7 months in the obinutuzumab-containing arm (HR: 0.18, 95\% CI: 0.13–0.24, \textit{P}<0.001) and a PFS of 16.3 months in the rituximab–chlorambucil arm compared to the monotherapy arm (HR: 0.44, 95\% CI: 0.34–0.57, \textit{P}<0.001). Of note, these improvements were not seen in patients with deletion 17p. Additionally, the obinutuzumab–chlorambucil arm had improved overall, complete, and molecular responses when compared to the rituximab–chlorambucil arm. There was not a significant improvement in OS in the obinutuzumab–chlorambucil arm versus the rituximab–chlorambucil arm (HR: 0.66, 95\% CI: 0.41–1.06, \textit{P}=0.08). The rate of induction of negative status in the blood for minimal residual disease was greater than ten-fold higher in the obinutuzumab–chlorambucil arm over the rituximab–chlorambucil arm (87/231 vs 8/243). Finally, in terms of toxicity, the two arms with mAbs had greater neutropenia, but without increased infections. However, the obinutuzumab arm had a greater incidence in severe infusion reactions (primarily with the first infusion), with some requiring termination of treatment. It is postulated that this may be due to the rapid B cell depletion by obinutuzumab.\textsuperscript{47}

At the American Society of Hematology (ASH) Annual Meeting of 2013, the results of the Phase Ib GALTON study were presented. This was a nonrandomized, parallel group study of 41 patients investigating obinutuzumab plus FC (fludarabine + cyclophosphamide) or B (bendamustine) as initial therapy for CLL. The ORR was 62\% (two CR, three CR with incomplete recovery of blood count [CRI], eight PR) in the G-FC arm and 90\% (four CR, five CRI, nine PR) in the G-B arm. Importantly, the adverse events were similar between groups.\textsuperscript{50} Preliminary results of the GAGE trial were presented in an abstract at the American Society of Clinical Oncology (ASCO) Annual Meeting in 2014.\textsuperscript{51} This was a Phase II trial of 80 patients comparing two doses of obinutuzumab, 1,000 and 2,000 mg, in untreated CLL patients. The results were not statistically significant with an ORR \textit{P}-value of 0.08. Ongoing studies investigating obinutuzumab including combinations with ABT-199, a BCL2 inhibitor, and lenalidomide are currently recruiting patients.\textsuperscript{4}

**BCR pathway inhibitors**

The BCR pathway is central to the survival and proliferation of CLL.\textsuperscript{52} The malignant CLL cells accumulate in lymphatic tissue pseudofollicles. Both chemokine signals from the microenvironment as well as aberrantly constitutively active BCR-signaling pathways result in proliferation of the disease.\textsuperscript{53} Many novel BCR pathway inhibitors have recently demonstrated efficacy in CLL.

In its normal state, the BCR is composed of pairs of immunoglobulin heavy and light chains, each with its own variable region. BCR signaling is promoted by one of two ways: an active versus a tonic process. The active mechanism drives signaling after an extracellular antigen binds to a variable region on the BCR. The tonic mechanism does not depend on antigenic contact to induce signaling. CLL has hijacked the BCR cascade for its own survival.\textsuperscript{54} In CLL, there is aberrant regulation of the BCR pathway, resulting in constitutive activation of downstream kinase signaling.\textsuperscript{55}

In the process of BCR pathway signaling, CD19, a B cell transmembrane protein becomes phosphorylated by Src kinase, which in turn causes phosphoinositide 3-kinase (PI3K) to interact with the BCR. This interaction recruits Bruton’s tyrosine kinase (BTK) and AKT (a cytosolic protein...
kinase) to the plasma B cell membrane, ultimately activating nuclear factor κB (NF-κB), PI3K, mitogen-activated protein kinase (MAPK), nuclear factor of activated T cells (NFAT), and RAS pathways, resulting in cell proliferation and survival.\textsuperscript{54-58} In fact, in CLL, there is massive amplification of these constitutively active survival pathways (PI3K, NF-κB, and MAPK/ERK).\textsuperscript{4} Not surprisingly, drug development targeting players in the BCR pathway has been a focused topic in CLL translational research endeavors.

The specific PI3-kinase isoforms found in hematopoietic cells are delta (δ) and gamma (γ) subtypes.\textsuperscript{55,59} Activation of PI3Kδ results in CLL proliferation, survival, and motility, as noted earlier. Idelalisib, an oral selective inhibitor of PI3Kδ, was developed to treat CLL.\textsuperscript{59} Recently published in May 2014, Brown et al conducted a Phase I trial in 54 patients with unfavorable relapsed and refractory CLL, utilizing six differing doses of oral idelalisib, as tolerated. In terms of unfavorable patient factors, 80% had bulky lymphadenopathy, 91% had unmutated IGHV, 24% harbored the 17p deletion and/or TP53 mutations, and the patients had a median number of five previous CLL-directed therapies. The ORR was 72% and 81% of patients exhibited a nodal response. The median PFS was 15.8 months.\textsuperscript{60} A key observation from this trial was the development of significant lymphocytosis that corresponded with a decrease in lymphadenopathy. It is thought that idelalisib and other inhibitors of the BCR-signaling pathway cause a migration of CLL from the protective lymph node niche into the periphery where survival is shortened. Because of this dramatic lymphocytosis, response guidelines have been modified for patients receiving these agents.\textsuperscript{61} Idelalisib was ultimately FDA approved in July 2014 for relapsed CLL/SLL and follicular lymphoma.\textsuperscript{59}

There have also been a number of studies investigating combination regimens with mAb-directed drugs additive with idelalisib in order to target CLL from multiple pathogenic angles. The rationale for the combined modality is that inhibitors of the BCR pathway redistribute the malignant CLL cells from tissue compartments (lymph node and spleen) to the periphery, allowing for these now peripheral blood CLL cells to be attacked by mAb therapy.\textsuperscript{62} Recently, Furman et al published the results of a multicenter, randomized Phase III study of 220 relapsed CLL patients unable to undergo cytotoxic chemotherapy investigating idelalisib 150 mg and rituximab versus placebo and rituximab. Given the marked efficacy of combination therapy with an ORR of 81% versus 13% (\textit{P}<0.001) in the placebo arm (including those with the 17p deletion, TP53 mutations, and unmutated IGHV), the study was discontinued at the interim analysis under the auspice of the data and safety monitoring board.\textsuperscript{63} At ASCO 2014, two ongoing combination studies were presented without results reported at this time. First, Eradat et al is conducting a Phase III, randomized study comparing idelalisib in combination with BR in previously treated patients.\textsuperscript{64} Second, Salles et al presented a similar trial but with previously untreated CLL patients, which opened for enrollment in January 2014.\textsuperscript{65}

Ibrutinib, an orally available, BTK-specific inhibitor, has demonstrated significant single-agent activity and is now FDA approved for use in CLL. A Phase Ib–II multicenter study of 85 relapsed or refractory CLL/SLL high-risk patients was conducted with ibrutinib. The ORR was 71% in both the 420 mg and 840 mg arms. At 26 months, the PFS rate was 75% and the OS rate was 83%.\textsuperscript{66} In the NEJM in May 2014, a randomized Phase III clinical trial was published comparing single-agent daily ofatumumab versus ibrutinib in 391 poor-risk CLL patients with relapsed or refractory disease. Ibrutinib was clearly superior in terms of both improved OS at 12 months (90% in ibrutinib arm versus 81% in ofatumumab arm, \textit{P}=0.005) as well as PFS. Most notably, these improvements were also achieved in patients with the 17p deletion as well as those with resistance to purine analogs.\textsuperscript{67}

Although these results are exciting, resistance to ibrutinib has been demonstrated in select patients. CLL can develop a mutation at C481S of the BTK gene, which prevents binding of ibrutinib and confers resistance to the drug.\textsuperscript{58,69} Dong et al recently showed that IPI-145, a dual PI3kδ and -γ inhibitor, overcomes C481S ibrutinib resistance.\textsuperscript{55} Preliminary results of a Phase I study of 55 patients evaluating the efficacy of IPI-145 were presented at ASCO 2013.\textsuperscript{70} Eleven of the 55 patients had CLL and 82% (n=9) had a PR or nodal response after two cycles.\textsuperscript{70} There are currently ongoing trials assessing IPI-145 in CLL.

**Chimeric antigen receptor T cells**

Another tool employed by investigators in an attempt to utilize the host immune system to tackle malignancies is the concept of chimeric antigen receptor (CAR) T cells. CAR T cells are genetically engineered T cells designed to recognize specific antigens found on tumor cells. The T cells are collected from patients and genetically modified, usually through viral transduction, expanded ex vivo, and then reinfused into the patient.\textsuperscript{71}

In 2011, Porter et al published a case report utilizing a CD19 CAR T cell in one patient with refractory CLL who achieved a sustained remission of at least 10 months.\textsuperscript{72} CD19 is an attractive target in CLL as it is expressed on
malignant B cells. Cytokine release syndrome (CRS) is a serious adverse event that can follow CAR T cell treatment. At ASH 2012, Grupp et al presented an abstract discussing an adverse event of CAR treatment manifested as CRS and showed that this can be ameliorated with the use of tocilizumab, an antibody to IL-6. Aside from CRS, B cell aplasia with persistent hypogammaglobulinemia with increased infection risk remains an additional concern.

More recently, CAR CD19 T cells have been utilized experimentally in patients with refractory acute lymphoblastic leukemia with promising results giving hope for similar results in CLL. Maude et al published data on 30 patients infused with autologous T cells transduced with a CD19 CAR lentiviral vector. The 6-month EFS rate was 67% (95% CI: 51%–88%) and the OS rate was 78% (95% CI: 65%–95%). A Phase I/II trial at Memorial Sloan Kettering Cancer Center investigating CAR CD19 T cells for CLL is currently accruing patients. The results from this study are greatly anticipated.

**Conclusion**

With standard chemoimmunotherapy, the majority of CLL patients will have a significant and clinically meaningful response. However, this benefit is tempered by inevitable relapse and complications related to therapy. The beginning of this millennium brought targeted therapy, in the form of the CD20-specific antibody rituximab, and with it, further improvements in our ability to treat CLL. Next generation CD20 therapy has demonstrated the ability to regain responses when rituximab is no longer efficacious in the case of ofatumumab, and the potential for improved responses relative to rituximab, as demonstrated in the CLL11 study (Figure 1).

A discussion of the importance of CD20 therapy cannot ignore the remarkable developments seen with the targeting of the BCR-signaling pathway. As single agents, idelalisib and ibrutinib have demonstrated significant activity in CLL patients thought to be traditionally poorly responsive to chemotherapy. In addition, a class effect common to these drugs is the migration of CLL from the protected lymph node and bone marrow niches. Future trials seek to take advantage of this migration by combining CD20 targeting and chemotherapy to eliminate CLL in the periphery.

Perhaps most significantly, the combination of CD20 blockade with BCR inhibition suggests the possibility that we may be entering a future where standard treatment options for CLL do not include chemotherapy and that patients have
the potential to avoid these toxic and damaging medications. In an effort to explore this possibility, on October 15, 2014, Pharmacycels and Roche announced a clinical drug supply agreement to evaluate ibritinib in conjunction with obinutuzumab in patients with CLL. Taken together, these findings demonstrate the clear relationship between an understanding of the biology of a disease, the rationale development of targeted therapies, and improved outcomes for patients.
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